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Mathematical Proofs May 20 2023 This book prepares students for the more abstract
mathematics courses that follow calculus. The author introduces students to proof
techniques, analyzing proofs, and writing proofs of their own. It also provides a solid
introduction to such topics as relations, functions, and cardinalities of sets, as well as the
theoretical aspects of fields such as number theory, abstract algebra, and group theory.
Principia Mathematica Feb 22 2021
LOGIC, SETS AND THE TECHNIQUES OF MATHEMATICAL PROOFS  Nov 25 2023 As
its title indicates, this book is about logic, sets and mathematical proofs. It is a careful,
patient and rigorous introduction for readers with very limited mathematical maturity. It
teaches the reader not only how to read a mathematical proof, but also how to write one. To
achieve this, we carefully lay out all the various proof methods encountered in mathematical
discourse, give their logical justifications, and apply them to the study of topics [such as
real numbers, relations, functions, sequences, fine sets, infinite sets, countable sets,
uncountable sets and transfinite numbers] whose mastery is important for anyone
contemplating advanced studies in mathematics. The book is completely self-contained;
since the prerequisites for reading it are only a sound background in high school algebra.
Though this book is meant to be a companion specifically for senior high school pupils and
college undergraduate students, it will also be of immense value to anyone interested in
acquiring the tools and way of thinking of the mathematician.
100% Mathematical Proof Jan 28 2024 "Proof" has been and remains one of the concepts
which characterises mathematics. Covering basic propositional and predicate logic as well
as discussing axiom systems and formal proofs, the book seeks to explain what
mathematicians understand by proofs and how they are communicated. The authors explore
the principle techniques of direct and indirect proof including induction, existence and
uniqueness proofs, proof by contradiction, constructive and non-constructive proofs, etc.
Many examples from analysis and modern algebra are included. The exceptionally clear
style and presentation ensures that the book will be useful and enjoyable to those studying
and interested in the notion of mathematical "proof."
Introduction · to Mathematical Structures and · Proofs  Sep 11 2022 This is a textbook
for a one-term course whose goal is to ease the transition from lower-division calculus
courses to upper-division courses in linear and abstract algebra, real and complex analysis,
number theory, topology, combinatorics, and so on. Without such a "bridge" course, most
upper division instructors feel the need to start their courses with the rudiments of logic, set
theory, equivalence relations, and other basic mathematical raw materials before getting on



with the subject at hand. Students who are new to higher mathematics are often startled to
discover that mathematics is a subject of ideas, and not just formulaic rituals, and that they
are now expected to understand and create mathematical proofs. Mastery of an assortment
of technical tricks may have carried the students through calculus, but it is no longer a
guarantee of academic success. Students need experience in working with abstract ideas at a
nontrivial level if they are to achieve the sophisticated blend of knowledge, disci pline, and
creativity that we call "mathematical maturity. " I don't believe that "theorem-proving" can
be taught any more than "question-answering" can be taught. Nevertheless, I have found
that it is possible to guide stu dents gently into the process of mathematical proof in such a
way that they become comfortable with the experience and begin asking them selves
questions that will lead them in the right direction.
Proof and the Art of Mathematics Apr 30 2024 How to write mathematical proofs, shown in
fully-worked out examples. This is a companion volume Joel Hamkins's Proof and the Art
of Mathematics, providing fully worked-out solutions to all of the odd-numbered exercises
as well as a few of the even-numbered exercises. In many cases, the solutions go beyond the
exercise question itself to the natural extensions of the ideas, helping readers learn how to
approach a mathematical investigation. As Hamkins asks, "Once you have solved a
problem, why not push the ideas harder to see what further you can prove with them?"
These solutions offer readers examples of how to write a mathematical proofs. The
mathematical development of this text follows the main book, with the same chapter topics
in the same order, and all theorem and exercise numbers in this text refer to the
corresponding statements of the main text.
An Introduction to Mathematical Proofs Jul 10 2022 An Introduction to Mathematical
Proofs presents fundamental material on logic, proof methods, set theory, number theory,
relations, functions, cardinality, and the real number system. The text uses a methodical,
detailed, and highly structured approach to proof techniques and related topics. No
prerequisites are needed beyond high-school algebra. New material is presented in small
chunks that are easy for beginners to digest. The author offers a friendly style without
sacrificing mathematical rigor. Ideas are developed through motivating examples, precise
definitions, carefully stated theorems, clear proofs, and a continual review of preceding
topics. Features Study aids including section summaries and over 1100 exercises Careful
coverage of individual proof-writing skills Proof annotations and structural outlines clarify
tricky steps in proofs Thorough treatment of multiple quantifiers and their role in proofs
Unified explanation of recursive definitions and induction proofs, with applications to
greatest common divisors and prime factorizations About the Author: Nicholas A. Loehr is
an associate professor of mathematics at Virginia Technical University. He has taught at
College of William and Mary, United States Naval Academy, and University of
Pennsylvania. He has won many teaching awards at three different schools. He has
published over 50 journal articles. He also authored three other books for CRC Press,
including Combinatorics, Second Edition, and Advanced Linear Algebra.
Explanation and Proof in Mathematics Jan 04 2022 In the four decades since Imre Lakatos
declared mathematics a "quasi-empirical science," increasing attention has been paid to the
process of proof and argumentation in the field -- a development paralleled by the rise of
computer technology and the mounting interest in the logical underpinnings of mathematics.



Explanantion and Proof in Mathematics assembles perspectives from mathematics
education and from the philosophy and history of mathematics to strengthen mutual
awareness and share recent findings and advances in their interrelated fields. With examples
ranging from the geometrists of the 17th century and ancient Chinese algorithms to
cognitive psychology and current educational practice, contributors explore the role of
refutation in generating proofs, the varied links between experiment and deduction, the use
of diagrammatic thinking in addition to pure logic, and the uses of proof in mathematics
education (including a critique of "authoritative" versus "authoritarian" teaching styles). A
sampling of the coverage: The conjoint origins of proof and theoretical physics in ancient
Greece. Proof as bearers of mathematical knowledge. Bridging knowing and proving in
mathematical reasoning. The role of mathematics in long-term cognitive development of
reasoning. Proof as experiment in the work of Wittgenstein. Relationships between
mathematical proof, problem-solving, and explanation. Explanation and Proof in
Mathematics is certain to attract a wide range of readers, including mathematicians,
mathematics education professionals, researchers, students, and philosophers and historians
of mathematics.
Nonplussed! Oct 01 2021 Math—the application of reasonable logic to reasonable
assumptions—usually produces reasonable results. But sometimes math generates
astonishing paradoxes—conclusions that seem completely unreasonable or just plain
impossible but that are nevertheless demonstrably true. Did you know that a losing sports
team can become a winning one by adding worse players than its opponents? Or that the
thirteenth of the month is more likely to be a Friday than any other day? Or that cones can
roll unaided uphill? In Nonplussed!—a delightfully eclectic collection of paradoxes from
many different areas of math—popular-math writer Julian Havil reveals the math that shows
the truth of these and many other unbelievable ideas. Nonplussed! pays special attention to
problems from probability and statistics, areas where intuition can easily be wrong. These
problems include the vagaries of tennis scoring, what can be deduced from tossing a needle,
and disadvantageous games that form winning combinations. Other chapters address
everything from the historically important Torricelli's Trumpet to the mind-warping
implications of objects that live on high dimensions. Readers learn about the colorful
history and people associated with many of these problems in addition to their mathematical
proofs. Nonplussed! will appeal to anyone with a calculus background who enjoys popular
math books or puzzles.
Book of Proof Sep 23 2023 This book is an introduction to the language and standard proof
methods of mathematics. It is a bridge from the computational courses (such as calculus or
differential equations) that students typically encounter in their first year of college to a
more abstract outlook. It lays a foundation for more theoretical courses such as topology,
analysis and abstract algebra. Although it may be more meaningful to the student who has
had some calculus, there is really no prerequisite other than a measure of mathematical
maturity.
Introduction to Proof in Abstract Mathematics Mar 30 2024 The primary purpose of this
undergraduate text is to teach students to do mathematical proofs. It enables readers to
recognize the elements that constitute an acceptable proof, and it develops their ability to do
proofs of routine problems as well as those requiring creative insights. The self-contained



treatment features many exercises, problems, and selected answers, including worked-out
solutions. Starting with sets and rules of inference, this text covers functions, relations,
operation, and the integers. Additional topics include proofs in analysis, cardinality, and
groups. Six appendixes offer supplemental material. Teachers will welcome the return of
this long-out-of-print volume, appropriate for both one- and two-semester courses.
Foundations for Higher Mathematics Jan 21 2021 This textbook prepares students for the
more abstract mathematics courses that follow calculus. Appropriate for self-study or for
use in courses called transition courses, this text introduces students to proof techniques,
analyzing proofs, and writing proofs of their own. Written in a clear, conversational style,
this book provides a solid introduction to such topics as the real number system, logic, set
theory, mathematical induction, relations, functions, and continuity. It is also a good
reference text that students can use when writing or reading proofs in their more advanced
courses.
Introduction to Mathematical Proofs, Second Edition  Mar 06 2022 Introduction to
Mathematical Proofs helps students develop the necessary skills to write clear, correct, and
concise proofs. Unlike similar textbooks, this one begins with logic since it is the
underlying language of mathematics and the basis of reasoned arguments. The text then
discusses deductive mathematical systems and the systems of natural numbers, integers,
rational numbers, and real numbers. It also covers elementary topics in set theory, explores
various properties of relations and functions, and proves several theorems using induction.
The final chapters introduce the concept of cardinalities of sets and the concepts and proofs
of real analysis and group theory. In the appendix, the author includes some basic guidelines
to follow when writing proofs. This new edition includes more than 125 new exercises in
sections titled More Challenging Exercises. Also, numerous examples illustrate in detail
how to write proofs and show how to solve problems. These examples can serve as models
for students to emulate when solving exercises. Several biographical sketches and historical
comments have been included to enrich and enliven the text. Written in a conversational
style, yet maintaining the proper level of mathematical rigor, this accessible book teaches
students to reason logically, read proofs critically, and write valid mathematical proofs. It
prepares them to succeed in more advanced mathematics courses, such as abstract algebra
and analysis.
Write Your Own Proofs Jun 28 2021 Written by a pair of math teachers and based on their
classroom notes and experiences, this introductory treatment of theory, proof techniques,
and related concepts is designed for undergraduate courses. No knowledge of calculus is
assumed, making it a useful text for students at many levels. The focus is on teaching
students to prove theorems and write mathematical proofs so that others can read them.
Since proving theorems takes lots of practice, this text is designed to provide plenty of
exercises. The authors break the theorems into pieces and walk readers through examples,
encouraging them to use mathematical notation and write proofs themselves. Topics include
propositional logic, set notation, basic set theory proofs, relations, functions, induction,
countability, and some combinatorics, including a small amount of probability. The text is
ideal for courses in discrete mathematics or logic and set theory, and its accessibility makes
the book equally suitable for classes in mathematics for liberal arts students or courses
geared toward proof writing in mathematics.



Understanding Mathematical Proof Feb 27 2024 The notion of proof is central to
mathematics yet it is one of the most difficult aspects of the subject to teach and master. In
particular, undergraduate mathematics students often experience difficulties in
understanding and constructing proofs.Understanding Mathematical Proof describes the
nature of mathematical proof, explores the various techn
The Meaning of Proofs Aug 23 2023 Why mathematics is not merely formulaic: an
argument that to write a mathematical proof is tantamount to inventing a story. In The
Meaning of Proofs, mathematician Gabriele Lolli argues that to write a mathematical proof
is tantamount to inventing a story. Lolli offers not instructions for how to write
mathematical proofs, but a philosophical and poetic reflection on mathematical proofs as
narrative. Mathematics, imprisoned within its symbols and images, Lolli writes, says
nothing if its meaning is not narrated in a story. The minute mathematicians open their
mouths to explain something—the meaning of x, how to find y—they are framing a
narrative. Every proof is the story of an adventure, writes Lolli, a journey into an unknown
land to open a new, connected route; once the road is open, we correct it, expand it. Just as
fairy tales offer a narrative structure in which new characters can be inserted into recurring
forms of the genre in original ways, in mathematics, each new abstract concept is the
protagonist of a different theory supported by the general techniques of mathematical
reasoning. In ancient Greece, there was more than an analogy between literature and
mathematics, there was direct influence. Euclid’s proofs have roots in poetry and rhetoric.
Mathematics, Lolli asserts, is not the mere manipulation of formulas.
Proof and Knowledge in Mathematics May 27 2021 Distinguished contributors tackle the
main problem that arizes when considering an epistemology for mathematics, the nature and
sources of mathematical justification.
Proofs and Fundamentals Mar 25 2021 The aim of this book is to help students write
mathematics better. Throughout it are large exercise sets well-integrated with the text and
varying appropriately from easy to hard. Basic issues are treated, and attention is given to
small issues like not placing a mathematical symbol directly after a punctuation mark. And
it provides many examples of what students should think and what they should write and
how these two are often not the same.
The Meaning of Proofs Dec 27 2023 Why mathematics is not merely formulaic: an
argument that to write a mathematical proof is tantamount to inventing a story. In The
Meaning of Proofs, mathematician Gabriele Lolli argues that to write a mathematical proof
is tantamount to inventing a story. Lolli offers not instructions for how to write
mathematical proofs, but a philosophical and poetic reflection on mathematical proofs as
narrative. Mathematics, imprisoned within its symbols and images, Lolli writes, says
nothing if its meaning is not narrated in a story. The minute mathematicians open their
mouths to explain something—the meaning of x, how to find y—they are framing a
narrative. Every proof is the story of an adventure, writes Lolli, a journey into an unknown
land to open a new, connected route; once the road is open, we correct it, expand it. Just as
fairy tales offer a narrative structure in which new characters can be inserted into recurring
forms of the genre in original ways, in mathematics, each new abstract concept is the
protagonist of a different theory supported by the general techniques of mathematical
reasoning. In ancient Greece, there was more than an analogy between literature and



mathematics, there was direct influence. Euclid’s proofs have roots in poetry and rhetoric.
Mathematics, Lolli asserts, is not the mere manipulation of formulas.
The Nuts and Bolts of Proofs May 08 2022 The Nuts and Bolts of Proofs: An Introduction
to Mathematical Proofs, Fifth Edition provides basic logic of mathematical proofs and how
they work. The book offers techniques for both reading and writing proofs, discusses
techniques in proving if/then statements by contrapositive and proofing by contradiction,
includes the negation statement, and/or, examines various theorems, such as the if and only-
if, equivalence theorems, existence theorems, and the uniqueness theorems. In addition, the
use of counter examples, mathematical induction, composite statements including multiple
hypothesis and multiple conclusions, and equality of numbers are also covered. The book
also provides mathematical topics for practicing proof techniques. Included here are the
Cartesian products, indexed families, functions, and relations. The last chapter of the book
provides review exercises on various topics. Undergraduate students in engineering and
physical science will find this book accessible as well as invaluable. Jumps right in with the
needed vocabulary to get students thinking like mathematicians from the beginning Offers a
large variety of examples and problems with solutions for students to work through on their
own Includes a collection of exercises without solutions to help instructors prepare
assignments Contains an extensive list of basic mathematical definitions and concepts
needed in abstract mathematics
Mathematical Analysis and Proof Dec 03 2021 This fundamental and straightforward text
addresses a weakness observed among present-day students, namely a lack of familiarity
with formal proof. Beginning with the idea of mathematical proof and the need for it,
associated technical and logical skills are developed with care and then brought to bear on
the core material of analysis in such a lucid presentation that the development reads
naturally and in a straightforward progression. Retaining the core text, the second edition
has additional worked examples which users have indicated a need for, in addition to more
emphasis on how analysis can be used to tell the accuracy of the approximations to the
quantities of interest which arise in analytical limits. Addresses a lack of familiarity with
formal proof, a weakness observed among present-day mathematics students Examines the
idea of mathematical proof, the need for it and the technical and logical skills required
Metamath: A Computer Language for Mathematical Proofs Jul 30 2021 Metamath is a
computer language and an associated computer program for archiving, verifying, and
studying mathematical proofs. The Metamath language is simple and robust, with an almost
total absence of hard-wired syntax, and we believe that it provides about the simplest
possible framework that allows essentially all of mathematics to be expressed with absolute
rigor. While simple, it is also powerful; the Metamath Proof Explorer (MPE) database has
over 23,000 proven theorems and is one of the top systems in the "Formalizing 100
Theorems" challenge. This book explains the Metamath language and program, with
specific emphasis on the fundamentals of the MPE database.
An Introduction to Proof through Real Analysis Jan 16 2023 An engaging and accessible
introduction to mathematical proof incorporating ideas from real analysis A mathematical
proof is an inferential argument for a mathematical statement. Since the time of the ancient
Greek mathematicians, the proof has been a cornerstone of the science of mathematics. The
goal of this book is to help students learn to follow and understand the function and



structure of mathematical proof and to produce proofs of their own. An Introduction to
Proof through Real Analysis is based on course material developed and refined over thirty
years by Professor Daniel J. Madden and was designed to function as a complete text for
both first proofs and first analysis courses. Written in an engaging and accessible narrative
style, this book systematically covers the basic techniques of proof writing, beginning with
real numbers and progressing to logic, set theory, topology, and continuity. The book
proceeds from natural numbers to rational numbers in a familiar way, and justifies the need
for a rigorous definition of real numbers. The mathematical climax of the story it tells is the
Intermediate Value Theorem, which justifies the notion that the real numbers are sufficient
for solving all geometric problems. • Concentrates solely on designing proofs by placing
instruction on proof writing on top of discussions of specific mathematical subjects •
Departs from traditional guides to proofs by incorporating elements of both real analysis
and algebraic representation • Written in an engaging narrative style to tell the story of
proof and its meaning, function, and construction • Uses a particular mathematical idea as
the focus of each type of proof presented • Developed from material that has been class-
tested and fine-tuned over thirty years in university introductory courses An Introduction to
Proof through Real Analysis is the ideal introductory text to proofs for second and third-
year undergraduate mathematics students, especially those who have completed a calculus
sequence, students learning real analysis for the first time, and those learning proofs for the
first time. Daniel J. Madden, PhD, is an Associate Professor of Mathematics at The
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA. He has taught a junior level course
introducing students to the idea of a rigorous proof based on real analysis almost every
semester since 1990. Dr. Madden is the winner of the 2015 Southwest Section of the
Mathematical Association of America Distinguished Teacher Award. Jason A. Aubrey,
PhD, is Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Director, Mathematics Center of the
University of Arizona.
Theoremus Feb 14 2023 A compact and easily accessible book, it guides the reader in
unravelling the apparent mysteries found in doing mathematical proofs. Simply written, it
introduces the art and science of proving mathematical theorems and propositions and
equips students with the skill required to tackle the task of proving mathematical assertions.
Theoremus - A Student's Guide to Mathematical Proofs is divided into two parts. Part 1
provides a grounding in the notion of mathematical assertions, arguments and fallacies and
Part 2, presents lessons learned in action by applying them into the study of logic itself. The
book supplies plenty of examples and figures, gives some historical background on
personalities that gave rise to the topic and provides reflective problems to try and solve.
The author aims to provide the reader with the confidence to take a deep dive into some
more advanced work in mathematics or logic.
Proofs and Refutations Jun 08 2022 Proofs and Refutations is for those interested in the
methodology, philosophy and history of mathematics.
Introduction to Mathematical Proofs Apr 18 2023 Introduction to Mathematical Proofs
helps students develop the necessary skills to write clear, correct, and concise proofs.Unlike
similar textbooks, this one begins with logic since it is the underlying language of
mathematics and the basis of reasoned arguments. The text then discusses deductive
mathematical systems and the systems of natural num



Introduction to Mathematical Proofs Feb 02 2022 Shows How to Read & Write
Mathematical ProofsIdeal Foundation for More Advanced Mathematics
CoursesIntroduction to Mathematical Proofs: A Transition facilitates a smooth transition
from courses designed to develop computational skills and problem solving abilities to
courses that emphasize theorem proving. It helps students develop the skills n
Q.E.D. Jun 20 2023 Q.E.D. presents some of the most famous mathematical proofs in a
charming book that will appeal to nonmathematicians and math experts alike. Grasp in an
instant why Pythagoras's theorem must be correct. Follow the ancient Chinese proof of the
volume formula for the frustrating frustum, and Archimedes' method for finding the volume
of a sphere. Discover the secrets of pi and why, contrary to popular belief, squaring the
circle really is possible. Study the subtle art of mathematical domino tumbling, and find out
how slicing cones helped save a city and put a man on the moon.
Writing Proofs in Analysis Apr 06 2022 This is a textbook on proof writing in the area of
analysis, balancing a survey of the core concepts of mathematical proof with a tight,
rigorous examination of the specific tools needed for an understanding of analysis. Instead
of the standard "transition" approach to teaching proofs, wherein students are taught
fundamentals of logic, given some common proof strategies such as mathematical
induction, and presented with a series of well-written proofs to mimic, this textbook teaches
what a student needs to be thinking about when trying to construct a proof. Covering the
fundamentals of analysis sufficient for a typical beginning Real Analysis course, it never
loses sight of the fact that its primary focus is about proof writing skills. This book aims to
give the student precise training in the writing of proofs by explaining exactly what
elements make up a correct proof, how one goes about constructing an acceptable proof,
and, by learning to recognize a correct proof, how to avoid writing incorrect proofs. To this
end, all proofs presented in this text are preceded by detailed explanations describing the
thought process one goes through when constructing the proof. Over 150 example proofs,
templates, and axioms are presented alongside full-color diagrams to elucidate the topics at
hand.
Proof, Logic and Formalization Aug 30 2021 A collection of essays from distinguished
contributors looking at why it is that mathematical proof is given precedence over other
forms of mathematical justification.
A Logical Introduction to Proof Mar 18 2023 The book is intended for students who want to
learn how to prove theorems and be better prepared for the rigors required in more advance
mathematics. One of the key components in this textbook is the development of a
methodology to lay bare the structure underpinning the construction of a proof, much as
diagramming a sentence lays bare its grammatical structure. Diagramming a proof is a way
of presenting the relationships between the various parts of a proof. A proof diagram
provides a tool for showing students how to write correct mathematical proofs.
Fundamentals of Mathematical Proof Dec 15 2022 This mathematics textbook covers the
fundamental ideas used in writing proofs. Proof techniques covered include direct proofs,
proofs by contrapositive, proofs by contradiction, proofs in set theory, proofs of
existentially or universally quantified predicates, proofs by cases, and mathematical
induction. Inductive and deductive reasoning are explored. A straightforward approach is
taken throughout. Plenty of examples are included and lots of exercises are provided after



each brief exposition on the topics at hand. The text begins with a study of symbolic logic,
deductive reasoning, and quantifiers. Inductive reasoning and making conjectures are
examined next, and once there are some statements to prove, techniques for proving
conditional statements, disjunctions, biconditional statements, and quantified predicates are
investigated. Terminology and proof techniques in set theory follow with discussions of the
pick-a-point method and the algebra of sets. Cartesian products, equivalence relations,
orders, and functions are all incorporated. Particular attention is given to injectivity,
surjectivity, and cardinality. The text includes an introduction to topology and abstract
algebra, with a comparison of topological properties to algebraic properties. This book can
be used by itself for an introduction to proofs course or as a supplemental text for students
in proof-based mathematics classes. The contents have been rigorously reviewed and tested
by instructors and students in classroom settings.
How to Prove It Aug 11 2022 Many students have trouble the first time they take a
mathematics course in which proofs play a significant role. This new edition of Velleman's
successful text will prepare students to make the transition from solving problems to
proving theorems by teaching them the techniques needed to read and write proofs. The
book begins with the basic concepts of logic and set theory, to familiarize students with the
language of mathematics and how it is interpreted. These concepts are used as the basis for
a step-by-step breakdown of the most important techniques used in constructing proofs. The
author shows how complex proofs are built up from these smaller steps, using detailed
'scratch work' sections to expose the machinery of proofs about the natural numbers,
relations, functions, and infinite sets. To give students the opportunity to construct their own
proofs, this new edition contains over 200 new exercises, selected solutions, and an
introduction to Proof Designer software. No background beyond standard high school
mathematics is assumed. This book will be useful to anyone interested in logic and proofs:
computer scientists, philosophers, linguists, and of course mathematicians.
Proofs from THE BOOK Jun 01 2024 According to the great mathematician Paul Erdös,
God maintains perfect mathematical proofs in The Book. This book presents the authors
candidates for such "perfect proofs," those which contain brilliant ideas, clever connections,
and wonderful observations, bringing new insight and surprising perspectives to problems
from number theory, geometry, analysis, combinatorics, and graph theory. As a result, this
book will be fun reading for anyone with an interest in mathematics.
The History of Mathematical Proof in Ancient Traditions  Oct 25 2023 This radical,
profoundly scholarly book explores the purposes and nature of proof in a range of historical
settings. It overturns the view that the first mathematical proofs were in Greek geometry
and rested on the logical insights of Aristotle by showing how much of that view is an
artefact of nineteenth-century historical scholarship. It documents the existence of proofs in
ancient mathematical writings about numbers and shows that practitioners of mathematics
in Mesopotamian, Chinese and Indian cultures knew how to prove the correctness of
algorithms, which are much more prominent outside the limited range of surviving classical
Greek texts that historians have taken as the paradigm of ancient mathematics. It opens the
way to providing the first comprehensive, textually based history of proof.
Mathematical Reasoning Nov 13 2022 Focusing on the formal development of
mathematics, this book shows readers how to read, understand, write, and construct



mathematical proofs.Uses elementary number theory and congruence arithmetic throughout.
Focuses on writing in mathematics. Reviews prior mathematical work with “Preview
Activities” at the start of each section. Includes “Activities” throughout that relate to the
material contained in each section. Focuses on Congruence Notation and Elementary
Number Theorythroughout.For professionals in the sciences or engineering who need to
brush up on their advanced mathematics skills. Mathematical Reasoning: Writing and
Proof, 2/E Theodore Sundstrom
Science Of Learning Mathematical Proofs, The: An Introductory Course  Oct 13 2022
College students struggle with the switch from thinking of mathematics as a calculation
based subject to a problem solving based subject. This book describes how the introduction
to proofs course can be taught in a way that gently introduces students to this new way of
thinking. This introduction utilizes recent research in neuroscience regarding how the brain
learns best. Rather than jumping right into proofs, students are first taught how to change
their mindset about learning, how to persevere through difficult problems, how to work
successfully in a group, and how to reflect on their learning. With these tools in place,
students then learn logic and problem solving as a further foundation.Next various proof
techniques such as direct proofs, proof by contraposition, proof by contradiction, and
mathematical induction are introduced. These proof techniques are introduced using the
context of number theory. The last chapter uses Calculus as a way for students to apply the
proof techniques they have learned.
A Transition to Proof Apr 26 2021 A Transition to Proof: An Introduction to Advanced
Mathematics describes writing proofs as a creative process. There is a lot that goes into
creating a mathematical proof before writing it. Ample discussion of how to figure out the
"nuts and bolts'" of the proof takes place: thought processes, scratch work and ways to
attack problems. Readers will learn not just how to write mathematics but also how to do
mathematics. They will then learn to communicate mathematics effectively. The text
emphasizes the creativity, intuition, and correct mathematical exposition as it prepares
students for courses beyond the calculus sequence. The author urges readers to work to
define their mathematical voices. This is done with style tips and strict "mathematical do’s
and don’ts", which are presented in eye-catching "text-boxes" throughout the text. The end
result enables readers to fully understand the fundamentals of proof. Features: The text is
aimed at transition courses preparing students to take analysis Promotes creativity, intuition,
and accuracy in exposition The language of proof is established in the first two chapters,
which cover logic and set theory Includes chapters on cardinality and introductory topology
The Proof is in the Pudding Jul 22 2023 This text explores the many transformations that
the mathematical proof has undergone from its inception to its versatile, present-day use,
considering the advent of high-speed computing machines. Though there are many truths to
be discovered in this book, by the end it is clear that there is no formalized approach or
standard method of discovery to date. Most of the proofs are discussed in detail with figures
and equations accompanying them, allowing both the professional mathematician and those
less familiar with mathematics to derive the same joy from reading this book.
Mathematical Proofs: A Transition to Advanced Mathematics  Nov 01 2021 Mathematical
Proofs: A Transition to Advanced Mathematics, Third Edition, prepares students for the
more abstract mathematics courses that follow calculus. Appropriate for self-study or for



use in the classroom, this text introduces students to proof techniques, analyzing proofs, and
writing proofs of their own. Written in a clear, conversational style, this book provides a
solid introduction to such topics as relations, functions, and cardinalities of sets, as well as
the theoretical aspects of fields such as number theory, abstract algebra, and group theory. It
is also a great reference text that students can look back to when writing or reading proofs
in their more advanced courses.
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